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ser possvel usar isso para abrir a tela de login 192.168.2.1 que permitir inserir as configuraes do roteador, gerenciar a sua rede sem fio domstica e alterar senhas, ver quem est conectado ao seu wifi e muito mais. se voc no se importa com um desafio
tcnico, voc pode at mudar o endereo ip do roteador 192.1 para outra coisa. pros: dual-band 150mbps/5ghz 802.11n wi-fi, support for wpa, wpa2, wps, and secure connection cons: the antennas can be a bit difficult to reach. there is a piece of flimsy

plastic that needs to be placed in front of the adapter to keep the antennas from getting in the way of other devices, but it's easily broken and takes some work to repair. one of the antennas starts to shake whenever the other one is moved, so when
you're trying to connect to a network, it may be hard to find a good connection. the 5' mini usb cable is a little short, and the micro usb adapter is a bit long. if you connect to a network with a wps button (or another device that has a wps button), the

adapters will not be able to connect because the adapter needs the button. the antennas can get in the way of some devices, like the asus notebook, which can cause the 5' mini usb cable to get in the way as well. the antenna connection to the adapter
is a little flimsy, and it can be difficult to remove the antennas. while the adapter is a great buy at the price, it's not the best buy for the price. it does have a a usb-to-adapter connection, but it's not as easy to use as other adapters, and it does not

appear to support the open source drivers for linux.
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